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QUESTION 1

While performing the task "Create Chart of Accounts, Ledger, Legal Entities, and Business Units in Spreadsheet Task",
you did not provide the functional currency; however, you mentioned that the legal entity country is the United States of
America. 

What will be the functional currency of the ledger you are defining? 

A. It is mandatory to provide functional currency, because ledger cannot be defined without functional currency. The
system will throw an error upon processing. 

B. It is mandatory to provide functional currency because ledger cannot be defined without functional currency. The
system will throw an error upon upload of the spreadsheet because all required fields are not populated. 

C. The system will pick the first available currency from the List of Values. 

D. The system will ask the user to provide functional currency at the time of uploading the spreadsheet if it is not
provided in the first place. 

E. The system will automatically pick "USD" as functional currency from the legal entity country. 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 2

Which action invokes supply chain orchestration and transfer of data to supply chain orchestration interface tables? 

A. creating Purchase Order Receipt 

B. running a scheduled process called "Create Transactions" 

C. running Min-Max Planning 

D. creating a new Inventory Organization for execution of supply chain orchestration 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Your customer is a very large organization spanning across multiple countries. Their legal requirements, Human
Resource Policies, and Functional Currencies for Ledger are different for each country. Your customer wants to
maintain 10 different companies in the system. 

Which combination meets this requirement? 

A. 1 Enterprise, 10 Divisions, where each division has its own legal entity and ledger 

B. 10 Enterprises, 10 Divisions, where each division has its own legalentity and ledger 

C. 1 Enterprise, 10 Divisions, where each division has its own ledger with common legal entity across all divisions 
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D. 10 Enterprises, 1 Division, where each division has 10 legal entities and 1 ledger 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Your company is an automobile spares manufacturing organization, which follows a discrete process. It has its own
manufacturing and distribution centers located globally. It has these business units: US - USA business unit CAN -
Canadian business unit UK - UK business unit MX - Mexican business unit IND - India business unit SPA - Spain
business unit FRA - France business unit NL - Netherlands business unit GER - Germany business unit These are the
inventory organizations that exist in each business unit: Inventory Org - business unit 

GM (Master Org) - US US1 (Child Org) - US US2 (Child Org) - US CA1 (Child Org) - CAN MX1 (Child Org) - MX IN1
(Child Org) - IND SP1 (Child Org) - SPA FR1 (Child Org) - FRA NL1 (Child Org) - NL DE1 (Child Org) - GER Which two
statements are true? (Choose two.) 

A. Items defined in the GM organization can be assigned to US1,US2, NL1, and MX1 inventory organizations. 

B. You candefine an item in the IN1 inventory organization and assign it to the DE1 inventory organization. 

C. Item organizations are also supported to serve as inventory organizations. 

D. Operational Attributes can be controlled only at the Master Level. 

E. All inventory organizations do not need to be in the same business unit to assign items. 

F. Items cannot be assigned to inventory organizations across business units. 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

QUESTION 5

You have orders that were due for shipping last week, but as of now they have not been shipped. 

Which dashboard should you check at the end of the day to determine whichorders have been shipped? 

A. Past Due, Completed Today 

B. Due Today, Not Completed 

C. Past Due, Not Completed 

D. Past Due Shipments 

E. Orders Completed in Full 

Correct Answer: E 
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